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Worldwide Kids introduces
Little Guest Services Package
The all-in-one solution for hotels to look after
under-4 guests.

The newest addition to the Worldwide Kids Product Portfolio is the Little Guest Services Package.
As the ultimate all-in-one solution, the package helps hotels feel safe and confident in their
childcare offering and to extend it to include the littlest guests, under the age of 4.
The package includes a range of Worldwide Kids products, that are all tailored specifically for
the luxury hospitality, allowing hotels and resorts to provide a professional and secure childcare
service at the highest standards. This not only gives parents peace of mind, they also have more
time to enjoy services and experiences the hotel has to offer.
What’s included?
•
A proprietary Kids Management System (KMS) to take advance bookings and run a
		resort daycare.
•

A facility and operations audit to ensure a safe, secure setting.

•

3 weeks’ worth of activities for under 4s.

•
		
		

The WK Childcare Standard Operating Procedures, providing clear policies and 		
guidelines on how best to approach any potential situation that may arise; from safe
sleeping, to managing illness, and dealing with emergencies.

•
The City & Guilds International Childcare for Leisure and Tourism course, which will
		
equip hotel childcare staff with the knowledge and understanding needed to provide
		excellent childcare.
•

Recruitment and operations support from the WK Head Office team.

By supporting hotels with well-trained, experienced staff, with clear guidelines to follow, a safe,
engaging facility, and age-appropriate, exciting experiences for babies and toddlers, Worldwide
Kids set the new standard for family holidays.
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ABOUT WORLDWIDE KIDS
Worldwide Kids is the world’s leading provider of family and childcare facilities and services to the
luxury hospitality and leisure sector.
Services include the provision of facility audits and safer childcare staff recruitment as well as
City & Guilds accredited vocational training, which has been uniquely developed for the sector to
support staff in providing safe, exciting childcare that family guests can be confident in.

